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During the Revolution of 1848, Lajos Kossuth wrote optimistically that 
"Hungarians and Wallachians [i.e. Romanians] alike shall find their bright 
future only in fraternal union one with the other."1 A half century later, 
another Protestant statesman of Hungary, István Tisza, asserted that Hungar
ians and Romanians, surrounded by Slavs, ought to join hands for their 
mutual survival.2 Catholic compatriots of both nationalities, of course, shared 
a vision of Europe that had Rome at its center. For Roman and Greek 
Catholic nationalists of Transylvania, Hungarians and Romanians, this "fra
ternal union" offered both the benefits and the dangers of a foreign alliance: 
powerful support, but also the need to defend oneself against Protestant or 
Eastern Ortodox accusations of allienation from the true national interest. 
This theme was particularly strong during the heyday of ultrám ontani sm, 
symbolized for citizens of Hungary by the Austrian Concordat of 1855, the list 
of doctrinal errors known as the Syllabus Errorum promulgated by Pius IX in 
1864, and the definition of papal infallibility by the Vatican Council in 1871. 

For Transylvanian Catholics, the crucial instruments of this relationship 
with Rome were their bishops, the Hungarian Lajos Haynald (1816-91) and 
the Romanian Alexandru Sterca-Şuluţiu (1794-1867). These striking personal
ities were similar in their social origin in the minor nobility and in their 
profession of faith, but different in most other respects. Haynald, a native of 
Nógrád County in northern Hungary, was a well-travelled and erudite theolo
gian and botanist before becoming secretary of the Hungarian Primate at 30; 
Şuluţiu, on the other hand, was a long-time village priest and rural vicar who 
first visited Vienna from his native Transylvania in 1856. The two took 
possession of their episcopal sees only two years apart, Şuluţiu in 1850 and 
Haynald in 1852.3 

Şuluţiu's first pastoral letter as spiritual leader of half of Transylvania's 1.2 
million Romanians was addressed "to his clergy and the Roman [or Roma
nian] people" ("ad clerum suum, Populumque romanum"), asserting: "We are 
united not only by the communion of faith with the head of the Holy Roman 
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Apostolic Church, but also through ties of blood and nationality... The August 
Austrian House and the House of God, that is, the Roman Mother Church, 
are our only refuge and salvation!"4 Interpreting in a Roman sense the 
Romanian 1848ers' demand for the ecclesiastic autonomy and unity of the 
Romanians, he secured the approval of the Hungarian episcopate, the state, 
and finally the Holy See for the elevation of his see to a Metropolitanate with 
two new suffragan bishoprics in 1855, removing it from the authority of the 
Hungarian Primate. All parties were united, for the moment, in the desire to 
weaken the Romanians' gravitation toward the Orthodox Church and its 
coreligionists across the Carpathians. The Primate, János Scitovszky, later 
came to see this act, like the Concordat, as an Austrian attempt to weaken his 
own authority, but he could not openly oppose a measure he had endorsed 
repeatedly in 18 50-2.5 

Şuluţiu's Romanizing fervor did not extend to matters of church discipline, 
where he represented the orientalist wing of his church, rejecting all intrusions 
of western practices in matrimonial jurisdiction and synodal practices after 
1855.6 Rome's misgivings about the deficient theological training of the new 
Romanian Metropolitan deepened as the canonical dispute sharpened. After 
travelling to Blaj (Balázsfalva) for the investment of Şuluţiu, the Apostolic 
Nuncio Michèle Viale-Prelá reported that Bishop Haynald was his constant 
companion enroute. Haynald probably colored the Nuncio's description of the 
impoverished peasantry, in whom he found "not the smallest trace of civiliza
tion."7 When Viale's successor, Antonio De Luca, visited Blaj in 1858 for 
extended consultations on the canonical controversy (once again spending 
considerable time with Haynald), he reported that Şuluţiu repeatedly confused 
matters of doctrine with those of discipline, and was completely under the 
influence of his militant canon, Timotei Cipariu.8 

Şuluţiu "the ultramontane" (as he was labelled indignantly by the Orthodox 
Bishop Andreiu Şaguna9) was certainly aware of the greater rapport that the 
more polished and sophisticated Bishop Haynald enjoyed with the Pope's 
envoys. The Uniate's unease in this regard is reflected in the private appeal he 
sent Haynald in March 1859, on the eve of the first of Haynald's two ad limina 
visits to the Holy See as bishop. Şuluţiu urged him to defend their "mutual 
Catholic interests" and take account of the oriental traditions that he, in his 
position, had a duty to defend.10 Şuluţiu, for his part, never made an ad limina 
visit, a fact lamented by the Papal curia.11 

Haynald's portrayal of their "mutual Catholic interests" was indeed at 
stake. His unusually detailed report on the state of his diocese, presented on 
May 2, 1859, culminated in the plea that his see be raised to the rank of an 
archdiocese. He supported this request in terms of the diocese's unique 
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historical role and its achievements in fighting Protestant heresy, the secession
ist tendencies of the Romanians (despite the "faith, prudence, and moder
ation" of the members of the "Wallachian hierarchy"), and the interest of 
strengthening the Latin church and Hungarian population as the Habsburg 
monarchy's most loyal subjects. Furthermore, he added, "Transylvania is in 
reality separate from Hungary and its church, constituting a distinct body with 
regard to politics, nationalities, and religions."12 

No action was taken on the request, despite a favorable response by both 
the Holy See and the Austrian government, in part because Haynald's 
archbishop opposed it, but even more because Hungary's political crisis and 
the role Haynald played in it soon overshadowed his proposal. At issue was 
the de jure (rather than defaciol) status of Transylvania. Baron József Eötvös 
wrote Haynald in November 1860 to ask that he give public support, as a 
councillor ex officio of the provincial government, to the Hungarian opposi
tion's view that the union of Hungary and Transylvania, enacted in 1848, was 
still valid. Haynald's response was cautious: he agreed in principle, but added 
that in Transylvania " - the land of Protestant intolerance - the most justified 
Catholic activity will always be unpopular. The Reformed [i.e. Calvinists] are 
powerful, the Catholics willingly follow their lead."13 

Only weeks later Haynald abandoned this caution, taking the public lead of 
the opposition in Transylvania in speeches at a conference of the provincial 
government, in the House of Magnates in Pest, and finally in a memorandum 
he delivered to the leading Habsburg official of Transylvania, Count Ferenc 
Nádasdy. Nádasdy appealed to Haynald's sentiments as a fellow Catholic and 
loyal subject, but the bishop responded with a clever allusion to the common 
French and Italian adversaries of Austria and the Pope: "The egotistical 
gentlemen of the Umsturzpartei on the Seine and the Dora fight against the 
gilded parchments and extant treaties; Austria was renowned for always 
seeking to protect them, and this [is] the duty of the government as well."14 

Nuncio De Luca energetically supported the Austrian government's posi
tion in his increasingly indignant reports on Haynald's opposition to Austrian 
policy. Far from accepting the arguments in Haynald's memorandum to 
Nádasdy, he recommended to Rome that it seek the dismissal of Haynald from 
his civil functions. Although Papal Secretary of State Giaccomo Antonelli 
conceded that Haynald's political activity might interfere with his religious 
responsibilites, he rejected De Luca's proposal.15 

Neatly disregarding the Papal States' dispute with Piedmont concerning 
the Italian risorgimento, Cardinal Antonelli remarked loftily that "the Holy 
See, for whom all political troubles are naturally foreign, cannot intervene."16 

Under the circumstances, either the ecclesiastic elevation or the public 
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reprimand of Haynald would have drawn the Holy See into a conflict whose 
outcome was uncertain. Haynald's representations were also having their effect 
in Rome. 

Haynald set out to counter the unfavorable light in which the Nuncio and 
the government were placing him by filing a series of unfavorable reports on 
the "rude and uncultured" Greek Catholics' susceptibility to Orthodoxy. 
Without mentioning Şuluţiu by name, Haynald stated that the Romanian 
clergy were agitating against his own, raising illegitimate canonical issues, and 
exploiting appointments to the Cathedral Chapter for political ends. This line 
of attack was a fruitful one. Already in January, 1861, Antonelli instructed De 
Luca to transmit the Pope's dissatisfaction with Şuluţiu's repeated and 
unjustified complaints of "Latinization."17 

Şuluţiu had meanwhile emerged as a key Romanian supporter of the new 
Austrian regime in Transylvania. He applauded the renewed Austrian guarantees 
of Transylvanian autonomy, and sought to mobilize his clergy against the 
Hungarian nobility. Within the church, he repeatedly presented the views of his 
more radical clergy concerning matrimony, the appointment of married clergy to 
canonries, and especially the holding of synods with a broad representative 
character. In the summer of 1861, Şuluţiu attended an Orthodox liturgy celebrated 
by Bishop Şaguna at the resort town of Vîlcele (Élőpatak) in southern 
Transylvania. One of Haynald's clergy reported the incident to his bishop, and the 
report soon found its way into the press and as far as Rome. Forced to defend 
himself, Şuluţiu wrote in a Hungarian newspaper that the Orthodox clergy and 
sacraments were "good and valid," and common prayer could not be a sin.18 He 
complained to the Transylvanian Governor in 1862 that Haynald treated him as if 
he were his suffragan bishop, and assered to another Romanian that Haynald was 
"the greatest enemy of my person and of our nation."19 The upshot of the affair 
was the decision of a Roman consistory to reprimand Şuluţiu for communicatio in 
divinis cum haereticis et schismaticis and various doctrinal errors.20 

Şuluţiu's politically motivated ecumenism was premature by a century. 
Several papal encyclica had confirmed the Holy See's determination to 
preserve the peculiarities of the eastern rite, while denouncing irregularities 
practiced by the Orthodox and calling upon them to unite with Rome,21 but 
the centralizing tendencies of the current pontiff worked against any broad 
definition of the inviolable eastern church discipline. Rome not only rejected 
the canonical programme of Şuluţiu, but appointed as his suffragan in Oradea 
(Nagyvárad), and consecrated in Rome itself in 1863, a thoroughly ultramon
tane bishop, Iosif Papp-Szilágyi, who opposed Şuluţiu publicly.22 

The Pope's centralizing policy was most evident in his efforts to assemble 
his bishops in Rome and establish their personal loyalty to himself. From 1854 
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to 1867, the bishops in attendance at such periodic meetings rose steadily from 
206 to 500.23 The same purpose was served by the Pope's frequent condemna
tions of doctrinal error and political liberalism, both of which weakened the 
ties of the people to the source of correct teaching on the faith in Rome. The 
unpublicized agenda of the bishops' meeting in Rome in May, 1862 - formally 
meant to canonize a number of Japanese martyrs - was to debate a compila
tion of contemporary errors, the future Syllabus of Errors. 

While the Romanian bishops declined their invitations to Rome, Haynald 
was one of those who assembled there. He utilized the occasion to continue the 
presentation of his report of 1859, which had been interrupted by the outbreak 
of war. He also played a prominent role in the meeting's official activités. When 
the bishops' debate on the draft Syllabus ended in deadlock, the two sides chose 
Haynald, who impressed them with his oratorical skill and the favor he had won 
in the Curia since 1859, as the head of the editorial commission that composed 
their address to the Pope. Haynald influenced the adoption of a more moderate 
version of the response to the Pope's allocution of June 9, Maxima quidem, that 
condemned liberalism and the subjection of bishops to the civil power in Italy.24 

Future historians may be able to shed more light on the role Haynald 
played in the formulation of this address and in the debate on the Syllabus. 
Fully half of the Syllabus, it should be noted, concerns philosophical and 
theological questions only indirectly related to politics. Overall, it is likely that 
Italian and West European events exercised the greatest impact on the 
evolution of the document released in December, 1864 from the variants of 
1852 and 1862, but its repeated references to the interference of secular politics 
with the religious sphere also apply to the disputes concerning Haynald and 
Şuluţiu that reached their height at the same time. The list of 61 errors 
submitted to the bishops in 1862, and the eighty contained in the Syllabus of 
1864, both contained variants of the notion that bishops should be subject to 
the civil authorities. The chief difference between the earlier and the later list 
is the abandonment in 1864 of specific references to Italian politics, stressing 
instead fundamental principles. The Syllabus cites earlier papal statements 
where Pius IX had condemned the respective theses; and most of these 
documents were in fact commentaries on Italian events. But the relevance of 
Hungarian events is particularly evident in the condemnation of proposition 
51, that "the secular government had the right of deposing bishops from their 
pastoral functions."25 The most relevant documents, records for answering this 
question are preserved in the archives of the Holy Office, which are almost the 
last records of the Pontificate of Pius IX still closed to historical research.26 

After Haynald returned to Transylvania, his conflict with the Austrian 
authorities reached its height. 1863 was the year of political triumph for 
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Şulutiu and Şaguna - leading the Romanians into the Transylvanian Diet and 
the central parliament - and defeat for Haynald, who after encouraging the 
Hungarians' decision to boycott the Diet was pressured to resign from his see, 
and finally did so in December 1863. The Holy See waited an extraordinarily 
long time to accept the resignation, until September 1864. This reluctance was 
both a reflection of the Pope's personal regard for Haynald, and a matter of 
principle felt strongly in light of the assault on ecclesiastic authority in Italy. 
When the matter was finally resolved, Haynald took up a post in one of the 
Vatican congregations.27 

Transylvania's experience of the First Vatican Council (1869-1870) provides 
a surprising epilogue upon which to conclude this story. Ultramontanism had 
provided opportunities for both Bishops Haynald and Şuluţiu to enhance their 
ecclesiastic autonomy, and indeed their political authority. Şuluţiu ultimately 
had a more satisfactory relationship with the state than with the Holy See, 
while for Haynald the situation was the reverse. In 1864 Austria nominated, 
and the Holy See eventually confirmed, the more politically reliable Mihály 
Fogarasy as Haynald's successor. Following the restoration of constitualism 
in Hungary in 1867, Haynald returned as an archbishop, while Şuluţiu's 
successor after his death was loan Vancea, a churchman he had earlier passed 
over with the remark that he was "too Roman."28 

The ultramontane past of Haynald, Papp-Szilágyi, and Vancea appeared to 
guarantee their support of Pius IX at the Vatican Council. In fact, Haynald 
had already incurred the Pope's displeasure by conveying the liberal Dualist 
governments' renunciation of the concordat. Haynald, Papp-Szilágyi, Vancea, 
and Fogarasy proceeded to provide most of the leadership in the Hungarian 
episcopate's opposition to Papal infallibility, arguing that it was contrary to 
oriental church law and that it would arouse an unfavorable response among 
Hungary's non-Catholics, both Protestants and Orthodox. Papp-Szilágyi had 
taken over his see only seven years earlier as an agent of ultramontane 
retrenchment, but in his condemnation of the papal draft on infallibility he 
went even further than Haynald and Fogarasy, asserting the document "would 
make a return of the oriental church to the holy union impossible for all 
time."29 Thus it can be seen that while ultramontanism had divided Hungarian 
and Romanian churchmen between 1855 and 1864, it served to unite them in 
1870. Vancea and Fogarasy would be among the very last bishops of Hungary 
to publish the Council's decree on Papal infallibility, in 1872 and 1874.30 
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